Workshop: “Linguistic Justice and Public Policy”

Organised by the School of Applied Social and Policy Sciences of Ulster University with the kind support of Esperantic Studies Foundation (ESF) and the Centre for Public Administration.
26th March, 2:00pm – 5:30pm, Ulster University, Belfast Campus.

François Grin (University of Geneva) “The notion of inclusion in Linguistic Justice”; Bengt-Arne Wickström (Andrássy University Budapest) “Theory and praxis of language policy: Direct and indirect discrimination of minorities”; Gabriele Iannaccaro (University Milano-Bicocca) “Linguistic unease as a symptom of linguistic injustice. Some sociolinguistic considerations”; Filomena Maggino (Sapienza – University of Rome) “Complexity in society: from indicators construction to their synthesis”; Brian Carey (Trinity College Dublin) “Linguistic Justice and External Preferences”; Gordon Marnoch (Ulster University) “A brief history of measuring and managing public service performance. The case of linguistic justice in perspective”; Message from Mark Fettes (Simon Fraser University Vancouver), Member of the Board of Esperantic Studies Foundation. Register

Followed by a lecture (6.00pm — 7.00pm): Dr. Andrew Shorten (University of Limerick) on ‘Immigration, Language and Disadvantage’. Information & Register

Convened by Cecilia Gialdini & Michele Gazzola: Questions? > c.gialdini@ulster.ac.uk

Scottish Identity and the Esperanto Movement: From International Language to New (Inter-)Nationalism ~ Skota Identeco kaj la Esperanto-Movado: De Internacia Lingvo al Nova (Inter-)Naciismo

Deadline for receipt of abstracts: March 15, 2020 / Limdato por ricevi resumojn: marto 15a, 2020

Abstracts (in English, Scots, or Esperanto) may be submitted to the editor via email / Resumojn (en la angla, la skota aŭ en Esperanto) eblas sendi al la redaktoro retpoŝte ĉe racemochridhe@gmail.com. More information ~ Pliaj informoj

CALICO ...

...is now soliciting applications for its annual award to an Outstanding Graduate Student. CALICO will present to the winning outstanding student the award, consisting of recognition at the annual conference, a certificate and a check for $250. Deadline: March 11th, 2020

Candidates must be enrolled in a Ph.D. program, in good standing, and actively pursuing a degree with...
a primary focus on CALL (e.g., doing a CALL-related dissertation). Candidates should have already been advanced to candidacy, that is, at least at the point of beginning to undertake research on the dissertation. Information and online form.

International Virtual Exchange Conference (IVEC)
Newcastle University on 14-16 September 2020

Virtual exchange (also known as Collaborative Online International Learning (COIL), Globally Networked Learning, or Telecollaboration) extends authentic opportunities for intercultural and transnational learning to students within the curriculum of college and university classrooms. IVEC is the largest and most prominent event on virtual exchange, providing a forum for an audience of deans, directors, faculty, instructional designers, administrators, and professionals from institutions around the world interested in technology, international education, and new pedagogies.

IVEC is pleased to offer a limited number of scholarships to help offset the cost of attending the conference. A maximum of ten 775 GBP (1000 USD/900 Euro) will be offered to support the participation of delegates who would otherwise be unable to attend. Preference given to graduate students, early career researchers and participants from developing countries or under represented higher education institutions who have a demonstrated commitment to advancing virtual exchange at their institution or in their careers. To apply.

Abstract submission deadline extended: now 29 February 2020. Call for proposals and submission
Enquiries: info@iveconference.org

Unsubscribe ~ Malaliĝi
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